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Despite the fact that many of the people working on the UML Profile for Systems 
Engineering talked about using models to discover system requirements, most of the 
methodologies and tutorials talk about interfacing with textual requirement 
management tools like DOORS and importing and exporting requirements to and 
from models captured in modeling tools. 
 
After attending a SysML tutorial at the INCOSE International Symposium in 2011 Jeff 
Grady, notable systems engineer and author of the Universal Architecture Framework 
came up to me and said – “I thought SysML would enable us to derive requirements 
from models but all they talked about in the tutorial was an interface to DOORS.”  The 
language is not the problem.  The way the language is being used – i.e. the 
methodology is the problem.  You could no more craft good textual requirements if I 
just offered you an English language dictionary than you could create good model-
based requirements if I handed you a SysML specification. 
 
In this tutorial we will explore not only a modeling language but a method for using it 
to document requirements. 
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In my experience with distributed development teams, requirements that consist of 
only written statements can be confusing.  Visualizations that can be referenced by 
text greatly improve understanding. 
 
A picture is worth a thousand words – more or less 
 
Visualization helps to solve communications problems with stakeholders 
 
This system requirement table for the Clarus Weather System spans 20 pages in a 
Word document. 
 
I worked with a medical device company that wound up with a 1000 requirements for 
a single device in a document that spanned several levels of system development 
(system, sub-system and embedded code).  We worked to extract the system 
requirements into their own document.  These were supported by various kinds of 
visualizations that revealed misunderstandings about requirements for a relatively 
mature product. 
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Errors are everywhere – how would you interpret that sentence? 
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This graph appears in every systems and software requirements book.  Although the 
numbers are different there is general agreement that fixing a requirements error 
during requirements analysis is significantly cheaper than letting it creep into later 
development activities. 
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Most people focus on the numbers and miss the the 
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Seilevel has developed an approach, a set of models and a methodology over the 
course of several years that they have applied to requirements development for many 
different types of software projects across many different industries.  In addition to 
the resources available on their web site the company is in the process of writing a 
book that describes the types of diagrams and how to use them. 
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RML is a relatively mature approach to requirements visualization that has been 
applied to many software projects for many different organizations.  I believe it is an 
approach that can be applied to MBSE using SysML 
 
Why Seilevel doesn’t currently use UML/SysML – many of their customers are very 
new to modeling and visualization. Visio is an easy entry point. 
 
Their engagements are typically at the beginning of a project.  As projects transition 
to implementation, they transition off of the project.  Leaving behind models in Visio 
provides deliverables that can easily be changed as the requirements change. 
 
UML and SysML tool adopters can utilize the mappings between RML and these 
languages to maximize their investment in tools and training. 
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The term model is overloaded.  Some people talk about a system and the many models 

of the system.  Others talk about the model of the system and the many views of that 

model. 

 
1 Booch, G, J.Rumbaugh and I. Jacobson; The Unified Modeling 

Language User Guide; Addison-Wesley; 1999. 

 
The choice of what models to create has a profound influence on how a problem is 
attacked and how a solution is shaped 
Every model may be expressed at different levels of precision 
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The best models are connected to reality 
No single model is sufficient. Every nontrivial system is best approached through a 
small set of nearly independent models 
 
These principles can be applied no matter what process or method you are using 
An adaptation of the KISS principle also applies - every artifact should be created to 
help solve the problem, not just because it’s in the process  
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No single model is sufficient. Every nontrivial system is best approached through a 
small set of nearly independent models 
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These principles can be applied no matter what process or method you are using 
An adaptation of the KISS principle also applies - every artifact should be created to 
help solve the problem, not just because it’s in the process  
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See if they notice things like: 
How close to Mexico? 
What cities are on the route? 
<click> 
Ciudad Juarez is a city that has been in the news.  Do you want to adjust your route? 
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RML is a registered mark of Seilevel, Inc. 
 
Seilevel has intentionally chosen to use Visio and other MS Office products as their 
modeling tools.  This is in part due to their business model in which they often 
engage at the beginning of a project to assist with requirements development and 
then leave behind the modeling artifacts to be maintained by the customer.  In 
addition, RML includes diagrams that are not supported in typical UML/SysML  
modeling tools.  I have mapped the RML to OMG technologies and this presentation 
will illustrate the adaptation of RML to the systems engineering domain using 
UMNL/SysML modeling tools. 
<click> 
RML consists of models that are categorized as People,  
People models are those associated with users and other stakholders 
<click> 
Systems  
Systems models are those related to both system interconnections and business 
process execution 
<click> 
and Data 
Data models are those that show relationships among data elements, data 
transformations and how that data is used 
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Org charts 
Use cases 
Decision trees 
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The org chart can be built with many different tools.  Although the appearance is not 
the primary importance, this can become a deliverable so it needs to be 
professionally prepared. 
 
In large organizations there are often times when the architects and business analysts 
don’t know who the stakeholders are.  I worked on a project where we were creating 
the requirements for a shipping service.  The initial deployment was to Latin America.  
As the Product Manager I had to identify people responsible for costing freight, 
setting the price customers would pay, controlling extended logistics services, etc.  An 
org chart was one of the first things we put together, and it was a living document 
that was revisited once or twice a month. 
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Even when users are outside the organization an org chart can be very useful to 
identify system stakeholders but it will need to be a generic org chart  
 
Emergency Room Dr. vice Dr. John Jones 
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Other icons can be substituted for the Actors and should be used when 

they add understanding to the diagram. 

 

Beware of getting fancy at the expense of understanding such as 

happens when we substitute a person for an inanimate object. 



A diagram of a use case with two alternative paths and one exception path.  How 
many scenarios? 
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Here are 8 scenarios that can result from that one use case.  Use cases can be built 
from the bottom up, by identifying a collection of scenarios and abstracting them into 
a use case.  You can also build them from the top down, by identifying the basic flow 
and then asking at each step, what are the alternatives or exceptions that can occur 
here? 
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Use Cases Do … 

 

It is important to recognize what use cases are intended to accomplish. 

 

As use cases become more familiar to the industry, the use case text is being 

used as a replacement for a portion of the requirements documentation. It 

clearly specifies the behavior of the system but does not address the non-

behavioral requirements as listed in the “Requirements Document” section of 

this course. 

 

Use Cases Do Not … 

 

Specification of implementation within the use case text makes the use case 

text much harder to maintain. As implementation decisions change, the actual 

behavioral requirements of the system are unaffected. As long as the behavioral 

requirements are the same, the use case text should not require change. 
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Application of Use Cases 

 

A correctly written use case document should provide this support in a use 

case-driven process: 

 

-It can be handed to the developers as a description of behavioral requirements 

-It can be handed to the testers as a draft test plan 

-It can be handed to the tech writers as a draft user guide 
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Use Case Scope 

 

It is critically important when writing use cases to identify the scope of the use 

case that you are describing. Otherwise, you will be in danger of writing a 

document that varies in its scope and is therefore less precise and focused. 

 

 

Use Case Levels 

 

These levels are defined by graphic symbols in Cockburn’s process 

 

Cloud (white) – Highest level summary 

Kite (white)   – Lower level summary 

Waves (blue)- user goal 

Fish (indigo) – sub-function 

 

These levels help to define a hierarchy of use cases 
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From Writing Effective Use Cases 
If an actor is anonymous, its identity has no impact on the system. An end user may 
play many roles in a system without ever being identified; likewise, regardless of which 
end user plays that role -- Tom, Mike, or Judy -- he or she will experience the exact 
same functionality. Machines may also act as anonymous actors, particularly in the 
Web services domain. 
 
In contrast, a system may require identifying information in order to handle matters 
such as security or quality of service. In these cases, the actor must be known. 
Anytime that a system requires information about an actor -- whether that information 
is a precise identification or just some particular information -- that actor is considered 
to be a known entity. 
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Actor analysis from "The Handbook of Program Management", by James T. Brown 
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Actor analysis from "The Handbook of Program Management", by James T. Brown 
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Actor analysis from "The Handbook of Program Management", by James T. Brown 
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Actor analysis from "The Handbook of Program Management", by James T. Brown 
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This works well in large organizations.  There can be key personnel and parts of the 
organization who are not readily apparent that need to be included.  I always ask if 
there is anyone else who might be interested and pay close attention to peo 
 
Actor analysis from "The Handbook of Program Management", by James T. Brownple 
who are added in email replies. 
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Actor analysis from "The Handbook of Program Management", by James T. Brown 
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This is a simple tree – more complex trees are possible 
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The rule flow diagram is not a standard UML or SysML diagram.   
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Jump out to domain model in RML demo2 
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Work on the whiteboard a L1 process to purchase a product 
 
Jump out to the RML-Demo in EA 
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Discuss Low, Medium and High Fidelity Prototypes &  that we are only going to cover 
Wireframes 

When to Use 
As an adjunct to validating or creating use cases and/or an BDD 
As an adjunct to eliciting functional requirements and business rules 
When Not to Use 
Before the business objectives and use cases have been identified 
With systems that have no UI 
How to Derive Requirements From 
Creation of the screen represented by the wireframe 
Possible navigation options 
Possible actions a user could perform and the system responses 
Layout decisions – if area X must always appear to the right of area Y, etc. 
Non-functional requirements covering access/display modifications for the disabled, 

response times 
The data that needs to be displayed 
The business rules that apply to display and entry of the various data elements 
Tools: Visio, Powerpoint 



Some modern wireframe tools can produce very real looking prototypes.  Unless 
these are created by UI designers you run the risk of implementing a sub-optimal user 
interface. 
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Example: Dice Game 

 

In the domain of the dice game, the conceptual model shows the concepts 

Player, Die, and DiceGame, their associations and attributes. 

 

When to use: 

• Logical data entities that relate 

• Ensure all data objects are identified for other models 

When to not use: 

• Data relationships are not relevant to requirements 

• Database objects 
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What are they 
•Detailed description of business objects 
•Not intended to be a database representation 
•Requirements may exist at the data object level or on individual fields 
 
When to use 
Undefined data model 
Brand new systems 
 
Can be used for database design but that happens after requirements elicitation and analysis 
and usually means much more detail.  What we want to do during requirements modeling is 
to capture the characteristics of the business objects. 



An example of data necessary for a specific type of patient report 
 
This type of information collection is supported in UML as a table diagram which by 
it’s very nature drives toward design.  If a modeling tool is used, it is best to collect 
this information in a tool like Excel and link the file to the model in order to avoid 
premature design effort. 
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DFDs have existed as a modeling tool since the late 1960’s where they were introduced as 
part of structured analysis.  They are a simple tool that highlights the movement and 
transformation of data.  They don’t show process flow but there should be process flow 
diagrams for the processes.  They don’t define data relationships – there should be data 
object diagrams that include each of the objects on a DFD. 
 
What are they 
Show flow of data within and between systems 
Consider each process to discover requirements 
 
 
When to use 
 Transaction processing systems 
 Systems with lots of data objects and processing 
Do not use for 
 Showing decision branches 



How not to start from Yourdon’s book 
 
Focus on the users.  The intention is to communicate with them to elicit 
requirements, not other analysts or developers. 
 
Don’t use DFDs where BDDs or state diagrams would be more appropriate 
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From Modern Structured Analysis, ED Yourdon 
 
Best practice is to number the processes.  This does not provide sequencing 
information but it is a way to disambiguate processes.  It also provides a way to link 
when decomposing processes. 
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Often it’s not obvious that understanding our requirements would benefit from 
creating a state diagram.  If you find yourself having difficulty how an object changes 
during a process or which events trigger a change in what configuration, then a state 
diagram is a good choice for visualization.  Sometimes, however, it is obvious.  The 
bottom line is that like any artifact, you should know why you need to create a state 
diagram, that is what questions it will help answer, before you create it. 
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Minesweeper: rules and basics 
The object 
Find the empty squares while avoiding the mines. The faster you clear the board, the better your 
score. 
The board 
Minesweeper has three standard boards to choose from, each progressively more difficult. 
Beginner: 81 tiles, 10 mines 
Intermediate: 256 tiles, 40 mines 
Expert: 480 tiles, 99 mines 
You can also create a custom board by clicking the Game menu, and then clicking Options. 
Minesweeper supports boards of up to 720 squares and 668 mines. 
How to play 
The rules in Minesweeper are simple: 
Uncover a mine, and the game ends. 
Uncover an empty square, and you keep playing. 
Uncover a number, and it tells you how many mines lay hidden in the eight surrounding 
squares—information you use to deduce which nearby squares are safe to click. 
Hints and tips 
Mark the mines. If you suspect a square conceals a mine, right-click it. This puts a flag on the 
square. (If you're not sure, right-click again to make it a question mark.) 
Study the patterns. If three squares in a row display 2-3-2, then you know three mines are 
probably lined up beside that row. If a square says 8, every surrounding square is mined. 
Explore the unexplored. Not sure where to click next? Try clearing some unexplored territory. 
You're better off clicking in the middle of unmarked squares than in an area you suspect is mined. 
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State Tables – Short Notes 
What are they 
 Another way to show state transitions 
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A state table shows all possible system states and the events that cause the 
transitions between them. 
 
Some users are better able to relate to tables than they are to diagrams.  Using a tool 
like EA ensures that the two representations are synchronized. 



There are five basic questions that a report developer should address prior to 
opening Crystal Reports.  They are: 
 
What? – The purpose of the report,the desired end result or distribution method(for 
example, PDF, Excel export, TXT file, CSV file, email, and so on),aggregations, 
formulas, grouping, and sorting. 
 
Who? – The audience, as in who will be viewing the data, management versus staff 
level.  Reports should be designed for the user and not for the developer. 
 
When? – Determine the timeframe of the report and frequency.  This question will 
determine the need for a date field or a parameter. 
 
Why? – This question sometime draws a negative response.  It’s important to ask why 
the user needs this data in order to ensure the report is pulling the correct data.  
Often people think they know what they need; however, when it is provided it does 
not meet their needs.  It is imperative that the report developer understand the 
database that they are utilizing for their reports.  This will ensure that they clearly 
understand the needs of the business users. 
 
How? – Where is the information coming from?  What data sources will it be coming 
from?  Is it new data or an existing data source?  This will require that you have  
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knowledge of the database, including a data schema or data dictionary that lists and 
explains the tables and fields.   
 
These answers should be compiled and recorded on a Report Requirements 
document.  There are many sources for a Report Requirements template. 
 
Above text from Crystal Reports® 2011 for Developers: Report Design and Integration 
By: Cynthia Moore 
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This table derived from the University of Melbourne template 
http://www.its.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/word_doc/0011/398684/0000-
Business_Analysis_Template-Business_Report_Requirements-v100.doc  

 
 
 



Glossary 
? 
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Grouping like items together 
 
When to use: 

Brainstorming 
 

When not to use: 
Organization is obvious 

Often used in brainstorming – simple approaches like put ideas on sticky notes and 
group/regroup them on a wall or piece of flip chart paper. 
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Use the RML_Demo2 model to illustrate these. 
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In other words the SysML requirement models requirements AFTER they have been 
discovered. 
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Elicitation sessions should be designed to minimize the time spent explaining model 
intent and notation and maximizing the discovery of stakeholder requirements. 
 
Know your audience before the session starts.  Find out what they are comfortable 
with and design your session to use that. 
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